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Research & Trends
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Agenda
The apps and resources highlighted are available at:

   http://pinterest.com/libraryjennifer/

This presentation is available at:
   www.slideshare.net/jennifer.gal
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Library Services in the Digital Age
Trends in the Literature:
• Pew: Internet & American Life Project

• Scholastic: Kids & Family Reading Report

• Joan Ganz Cooney Center: Pioneering Literacy in the 
Digital Wild West

• Common Sense Media: Zero to Eight, Children’s Media 
Use in America

Monday, 4 February, 13
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Mind the Gap
Making the Case:
• 27% lower income 

homes vs. 57% higher 
income homes have 
mobile media devices.

• 14% lower income 
homes vs. 47% higher 
income homes have 
downloaded apps.

• 38% of lower income 
parents don’t know what 
an app is.
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Mind the Gap
Making the Case:
• Middle class children hear 33 million words by the time 

they start school, 23 million more words than poorer 
children the same age. 
(Foundation Years)

• 2300 root words vs. 4700 root words: those with lower 
vocabularies just never catch up.
(Handbook of Language and Literacy Development, Canadian 
Language and Literacy Research Network)
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Transliteracy
Making the Case: 

“The question is not the narrow one of how to fit 
technology into literacy education but the broader 
one of how to transform literacy education to meet 
today’s changing demands.”

“Technology tools to support reading in the digital age.” 
Future of Children Fall 2012
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eBooks & iPads
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eBooks
Trend: A New Demand for Kids’ eBooks
• The use of eBooks has continued to increase 

exponentially.

• Though children’s and teen titles have been 
available in the EPUB and PDF formats, until 
recently the primary focus and demand has been 
on adult eBook collections – this is changing.
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eBooks
Trend: A New Demand for Kids’ eBooks
• “The emergence of eReaders, smart phones, 

and tablets is helping to fuel the growth in 
children's book publishing. With their ease of use 
and ability to store texts, ereaders - and ebooks 
boasting animation and other appealing features 
- are one reason why the industry is scoring 
increased revenue”

“Ereaders, Tablets Spur Growth in Children's Book Publishing Sales.” 
SLJ January 24, 2012
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eBooks
Kids & Family Reading Report from Scholastic

  http://mediaroom.scholastic.com/kfrr 

“The percentage of 
children who have 
read an ebook has 
almost doubled 
since 2010.”
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eBooks
Kids & Family Reading Report from Scholastic

  http://mediaroom.scholastic.com/kfrr 
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eBooks
Trend: The “Pass Back” Effect
• Though eReaders, tablets and smartphones aren’t 

designed with the preschool crowd in mind, they 
often make their way into little hands through a 
parent or adult. 

• A study by the Joan Ganz Cooney Center identified 
this phenomenon as the “pass back effect”.

“iLearn: A Content Analysis of the iTunes App Store’s Education Section” 
Carly Shuler  Joan Gantz Cooney Center March 25, 2010
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eBooks
Trend: The “Pass Back” Effect
• "Somehow the market has extrapolated that if 

kids don't own Kindles and Nooks there's no 
point in selling books to them. The real shift in 
eBooks is when kids will begin rallying behind 
these devices and read digitally, and that will 
foretell a fundamental shift in publishing certainly 
through the end of 2011 and the beginning of 
2012.” Jacob Lewis, cofounder and CEO of 
Figment

“Tech Trends: Talking Apps and Ebooks at TOC Bologna.” 
Lauren Barack  SLJ April 12, 2011
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eReaders vs. Tablets
Trend: Shift from eReaders to Tablets
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eReaders vs. Tablets
Trend: Shift from eReaders to Tablets
• As demand moves from dedicated eReaders to 

touch screen tablets, there are exciting 
implications for picture books.

• While the small, black and white screens of the 
first generation eReaders were not suited to 
picture books, the iPad and other tablets are 
ideal - offering vibrant, full colour displays with 
powerful interactivity.
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eReaders vs. Tablets
Trend: Shift from eReaders to Tablets
• “Sixty percent of publishing executives believe that 

tablets have become ‘the ideal reading platform,’ and 
45 percent believe that dedicated e-readers will soon 
be irrelevant ...”

• Karen Lotz, CEO of Candlewick Press, explained that 
they were initially “hesitant to enter into [the digital] 
market when it was simply taking a beautiful physical 
object, scanning it, and then presenting it in a very 
inadequate way ... We decided ‘we’re going to ... wait 
until these devices could do justice to these materials.’ 
In a way, our story is just beginning because of tablets.”

“As Tablets Supplant Ereaders, New Challenges Arise for Publishers”
Matt Enis  The Digital Shift January 17, 2013
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eReaders vs. Tablets
Challenge: eBooks vs. Apps 
• The most exciting developments in children's 

literature are happening in the area of apps rather 
than eBooks.

• There is a huge range of children's apps available 
for the iPad through the App Store, ranging in price 
from 99 cents up to $9.99.

• While some can be static and relatively ‘low tech’, 
there are an increasing number of high quality apps 
available with an incredible level of interactivity.

• The future of pop-up and lift the flap books is digital.
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Picture Book Apps

PopOut! The Tale of Peter Rabbit for iPad
Monday, 4 February, 13
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Picture Book Apps
Challenge: eBooks vs. Apps 
• Unfortunately, the level of interactivity available 

in children’s book apps is not currently being 
offered by eBook vendors such as Overdrive.  

• The real challenge for libraries is to remain 
relevant as more and more users access 
children’s literature in the form of apps rather 
than print or eBooks.

• One solution is to embrace this trend through 
children’s programming.
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Digital Story Time
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Digital Story Time
Logistics:
• iPad 2 or iPad 3
• VGA cable and VGA adaptor
• projector
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Early Adopters
Darien Public Library 
• Circulating Early Literacy iPad Kits
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Early Adopters
Darien Public Library 
• iPad kiosks in the children’s 

department

www.lilitab.com
Photo courtesy of gcaserotti on Flickr.
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Early Adopters
Darien Public Library 
• Staff curated app recommendation lists
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Early Adopters
Stow Monroe Falls Public Library 
• iPad programming for all ages
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App Resources
Kirkus Reviews
www.kirkusreviews.com/lists/best-book-apps-of-2012/  
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App Resources
School Library Journal
www.slj.com/category/books-media/reviews/apps/  
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App Resources
Publisher’s Weekly
www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/digital/Apps/index.html  
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App Resources
The Horn Book
www.hbook.com/category/choosing-books/app-review-of-the-week/  
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App Resources
Common Sense Media
www.commonsensemedia.org/guide/best-first-kids-apps/ipad  
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App Resources
Little eLit: Early Literacy in the Digital Age
http://littleelit.com  
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App Resources
More Resources:

• Boing Boing: Apps for Kids Podcast
  http://boingboing.net/tag/appsforkids 

• Best Apps for Kids
  www.bestappsforkids.org/  

• Digital Storytime
  http://digital-storytime.com/ 

• iPhone Mom
  www.theiphonemom.com/ 
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App Resources
The apps and resources highlighted are available at:

   http://pinterest.com/libraryjennifer/
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Integrating Technology in 
Programming & Outreach

Photo courtesy of Mike Licht, NotionsCapital.com Flickr.
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Integrating Technology
Trends:
• Offering services and programming across all 

platforms
• Customer driven
• Staff supported
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Summer Reading Online
Integrated Online SRC

• Libraries are beginning to 
offer online summer 
reading programs more 
closely integrated with   
in-branch programs.

• Hamilton PL now uses our 
website as a tool for kids 
to register and track their 
progress in the club. 
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Summer Reading Online
Integrated Online SRC

• For libraries using BiblioCommons for their public 
catalogue, 
BiblioCommons 
Summer Sites 
offers seamless 
integration 
between the 
catalogue 
interface and 
summer reading 
programs.
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Summer Reading Online
Integrated Online SRC
• There are also a wide range of free tools available to 

make an online summer reading program possible:
• Wufoo: online forms to submit books reviews

• Poll Daddy: online polls

• Shout Mix: shout boxes to allows users to post 
comments instantly 

Step-by-step instructions on how to use these tools to 
create an online summer program is available at:
www.slideshare.net/jengalbells/summer-reading-2-0 
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Outreach and Class Visits
Trends:
• All library services all the time
• Books come alive with interactive SmartBoard 

book talks and you tube book trailers
• Communicate visually across distances or across 

the aisle with Skitch 
• Share a whiteboard with SyncSpace
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Virtual Visits with
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Virtual Author Visits

Photo of Skype visit with Sara Zarr courtesy of The Unquiet Library on Flickr
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http://www.flickr.com/photos/theunquietlibrary/4029312469/in/set-72157622631149478/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/theunquietlibrary/4029312469/in/set-72157622631149478/


Virtual Author Visits
Why?
• The software is free to download and calls from 

‘Skype to Skype’ are free.
• Through Skype libraries have access to authors 

that would otherwise be prohibited by 
geography.

• Many authors are even willing to do short ‘meet 
and greet’ sessions for free.
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Virtual Author Visits
What You Will Need:
• Skype
• A webcam and microphone (already included on 

most laptops) or an iPad 2 or iPad 3
• A projector 
• An author: 

• Skype an Author Network
• Authors’ Booking Service
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http://skypeanauthor.wetpaint.com/
http://skypeanauthor.wetpaint.com/
http://authorsbooking.blogspot.com/2010/10/our-list-of-virtual-visitors.html
http://authorsbooking.blogspot.com/2010/10/our-list-of-virtual-visitors.html


Virtual Class Visits 
The Future of Class Visits?
• Skype presents a viable alternative to traditional 

class visits, enabling library staff to conduct 
school visits with little

 interruption to the school or library 
schedule.

• Skype also offers the benefit of 
screen sharing, allowing for 
demonstrations of online 
resources, book trailers, etc. 
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http://www.harpercollinschildrens.com/kids/gamesandcontests/features/video/
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Remote Book Clubs 
Trends:
• Skype book clubs
• Twitter book clubs - #canadareads, @penguinusa
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http://www.cbc.ca/books/canadareads/2012/12/join-the-twitter-book-club.html
http://www.cbc.ca/books/canadareads/2012/12/join-the-twitter-book-club.html
http://www.us.penguingroup.com/static/pages/features/twitter_book_club/index.html
http://www.us.penguingroup.com/static/pages/features/twitter_book_club/index.html
http://www.us.penguingroup.com/static/pages/features/twitter_book_club/index.html
http://www.us.penguingroup.com/static/pages/features/twitter_book_club/index.html
http://www.us.penguingroup.com/static/pages/features/twitter_book_club/index.html


YouTube Programming
The evolution of the film program
• No license necessary
• Appropriate playlists are created in advance, but 

there is room for input from your audience
• Result is fun and organic
  – never the same twice!
• Opens up partner
 programming options, 
 like making your own  
 reviews, book trailers etc.
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Questions?
The apps and resources highlighted are available at:

   http://pinterest.com/libraryjennifer/

This presentation is available at:
   www.slideshare.net/jennifer.gal
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